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Executive Summary
To maintain scalability and transparency of the resource planning expected by distributed
networking systems, innovative orchestration architectures have been designed for service delivery
without vertical-specific knowledge. Information models within those orchestrators are largely
based on the concept of Anaemic Domain Models optimised to create, read, update, and delete (CRUD)
services in a procedural style. As a result, the orchestrators are optimised mainly for Quality of
Service (QoS), and not aware of the resulting Quality of Experience (QoE) behind.
Experimental 5G facilities need an effective solution that maintains intent recognition and maps the
vertical requirements into measurable network Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) when multiple
technology stacks are involved. The focus of this deliverable is to demonstrate a scalable 5G-ERA
solution that integrates vertical requirements into the decision-making loop of resource
orchestration. It will be an essential part of the 5G-ERA middleware for capturing users’ intent and
continuously aligning the networking requirements with that intent. The main challenge of the task
is to identify a scalable approach to translate general behaviours of vertical tasks into procedure
models of resource orchestration on the testbed. 5G-ERA uses domain driven design to address the
challenges through the following steps:





Translate the unstructured vertical intents at the task level into the structured vertical
intents of robot actions.
Map the structured vertical intents of robot actions into placement and instantiation of
containers, which shapes the resource requirements on the network level.
Align the networking requirements based on the vertical intents to procedures on the testbed
level with 5G-ERA Machine Learning (ML) toolboxes.
Integrate the intents with an existing orchestrator such as Open Source MANO (OSM).

The solution is integrated into:



A rich domain model representing both procedure and behaviour relationships of robotic 5G
autonomous operations for intent identification.
Machine learning toolboxes for performance management and control policy generation to
align the orchestrators with the intents.

In particular, we implement different components on both the vertical level and the network level.
On the vertical level:




The semantic tool Action Sequence Generation maps the intent of a given unstructured task (e.g.,
go-to-kitchen) under the vertical application to a sequence of robot actions, such as move base,
detection, and Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM). The identified actions are based
on the capability of robot platforms. The mapping is learned from domain experts or from
historical data. The results are stored in the 5G-ERA semantic knowledge base as planning
graphs and bucket of hashes. The obtained action sequence will be structured with predictable
behaviours. Therefore, their intents can be estimated reasonably.
The function Network Intent Estimation is implemented with both semantic and ML tools. They
aim to learn the mapping between the identified robot actions and the demanded network
resources in a local site.
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On the testbed level:



The ML tool Resource Usage Forecasting analyses resource usage of a collective VNF/KNF
associated with the robots. It will forecast the probability of achieving the network intent in the
near future.
The ML tool OSM Control Policy Generation learns an OSM control policy. It makes decisions to
accept/reject resource allocation plans or trigger a replanning request.

Given a task, action sequences chained by VNFs and PNFs need to be instantiated and placed
according to logical relationship among containers and images. The 5G-ERA knowledge base
manages the semantic relationships dynamically in the forms of planning graph, pre-defined state
machines and user-specified policies and realises the corresponding logical relationship. This
process will be further optimised by machine learning tools via intelligent resource prediction and
planning.
The workflow of the components is summarised in the following diagram:

The demonstration of semantic knowledge base and individual toolboxes on task and resource
planning are detailed in this deliverable. The combination will enable a loosely coupled End-to-End
(E2E) resource planning mechanism, which integrates both vertical-specific knowledge and generic
networking procedures into the QoE optimisation.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Scope
This is a public deliverable of 5G-ERA project’s Work Package 2 (WP2) “Intent-based networking for
5G autonomous robots”. More specifically, the document introduces the developed semantic models
and machine learning (ML) tools for intent-based networking, which summarizes the results of
Tasks 2.1-2.4. The target of the WP is not to develop another AI/ML driven 5G management platform,
but to tailor and extend intent-based networking for 5G autonomous robots. In particular, we develop
semantic models and ML tools to capture intents and actions of robots and continuously align the
E2E networking with the identified intents. The major results consist of two parts:


We develop a semantic model, maintained as semantic knowledge base , for 5G robots, which
encodes both procedure and behaviour relationships of robotic 5G autonomous operations
for intent identification.
We also implement a set of machine learning tools that extend the performance management
platforms to align the orchestrators with the identified robot intents.



The tools are available at: https://github.com/5G-ERA.

1.2. Target Audience
The target audience of this deliverable are stakeholders of 5G-Enhanced Robot Autonomy (5G-ERA)
and intent-based networking, especially those with focuses on intent recognition from 5G robots
and network/slice management for robot related applications/services. The results reported herein
can also benefit the audience who are developing or deploying (private) network management
platforms for other vertical applications, such as transport, logistics and agriculture.

1.3. Structure
The main technical sections of the deliverable are organized as in the following table. In the table,
we map the committed tasks with the outputs reported in this deliverable in order to further clarify
and position the innovative contributions.
Table 1 Deliverable structure and mapping with the related tasks

Section

Description

Task(s)

Duration

2

Definition of intents in robot applications and network
management, as well as introduction of the entire
workflow to align capability of experimental facilities with
behaviours of 5G robot autonomy

T2.1 & T2.2

M4-M9

3

Description of the semantic model for action sequence
generation, as well as the structure and design of the 5G
robot knowledge base

T2.2 & T2.3

M7-M11
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4

Functionality and development of the semantic model and
the ML tool for mapping between robot related vertical
intent to network management intent

T2.3 & T2.4

M4-M12

5

Functionality and development of the ML tool for resource
usage forecasting for performance management

T2.4

M4-M12

6

Functionality and development of the ML tool for VNF
profiling in edge/cloud environments

T2.4

M4-M12

7

Functionality and development of the ML tool for OSM
control policy generation

T2.4

M4-M12
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2. Intent-Based Networking for 5G-Enhanced
Robot Autonomy
2.1. Vertical-Oriented Intent Definition
Intent reflects a determination of carrying out a specific task. It makes sense only when the objective
of the subject and environment of the task is defined. In 5G-ERA, subjects and environment have
different meaning in different circumstances; therefore, intents are separated into two categories.
Namely intent of vertical actions and intent of 5G testbeds resource usages.


For intent within a vertical application, tasks assigned to robots are mainly focused on
actions of individual robots and their collective requirements in a local site. The focus of this
intent is on the provision of the capabilities.
For intent within a 5G testbed, it is mainly focused on resource management at global level,
e.g., latency, throughput and Service Level Agreement (SLA) violation. The focus of this intent
is on the provision of the resources.



5G-ERA uses domain driven design to translate unstructured vertical intent on a task level into
structured vertical intent of actions. Then map the structured vertical intents into testbed resource
requirement. Since the vertical-oriented intent is defined by the field of robot autonomy, we will
introduce it with more details in the context of 5G-ERA. The vertical-oriented intent is essential
element in the proposed intent-based networking tools. The table below summarized some
important concepts in vertical-oriented intent for 5G-enhanced robot autonomy.
Table 2 Conceptions for vertical-oriented intent

Concept
Task

Robot

Circumstance

Definition
Examples
A piece of work to be
Go-to-Kitchen
completed by a selected robot
Summit XL Robot (robot platform selected for
5G-ERA navigation use case).
The pre-defined algorithms and images stored
in the forms of containers and software
A machine with specific skills, modules are considered as the skills of
capabilities, and experience
Summit XL.
which completing the tasks
The abilities of the Summit XL on generating
using a sequence of actions.
outcome via instantiated containers or
modules are its capabilities.
The experience of Summit XL is stored in some
forms of structured data.
Additional environmental
constraints towards the task
and the robot

Environment is labelled as known, and Robot
is labelled as fully charged.
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Actions
represent
the
capability of the robot on
solving specific and predefined problems. They are
structured intents to be used
for interpreting the vertical
intent of robots.

The capability of robot such as move base,
SLAM and Detection, are stored as
containerised functions with respective preconditions, post-conditions for orchestration.
They are vertical level of virtual network
function (VNF) or physical network function
(PNF). Examples are: Move base (PNF), and
Door Detection (VNF).

Resource
Configuration
of an Action

Expected resources to
perform an action

Placement of the VNFs, Expected QoS,
Expected QoE
Move base (on Robot Platform)
SLAM (on Edge)
Door Detection (on Cloud)

Experience
an Action

Success or failed, on time or
delayed, executed smoothly or Experience Blocking Index & Measured QoE
jammed

Action

of

Cloud, Edge, Robot Platform*
*Robot platform is different from robot in this
document. It is the computing platform, which
holds corresponding VNF and PNF.

Actor

Place to hold the VNF or PNF

Pre-defined
Semantics

Predefined semantic relation
to realise a specific reasoning
process. For making decision
and queries, Redis Graph could
be a good candidate to support
the inference.

QoS

Performance measurement of Network throughput, Latency, CPU usage,
a network service (VNF/PNF)
Storage and Ram usage, power/energy etc.

Experience
Historical difference between
Blocking Index
Expected QoS and Actual QoS
(EBI)

QoE

Semantic graph for task planning: Map the
given task into a list of actions.
Semantic graph for resource planning: Map
QoE of Actions into configuration of the actions
(Placement, QoS of VNFs/PNFs etc.)

Proof & Formula defined in (Xia, Qiu, & Jin,
2021)

Quantified vertical experience
with a network service Normalized EBI [EBI_SLAM]
(VNF/PNF)
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Intent (vertical)

Mechanisms which instantiate, scale, and
Provision of robot capability at
terminate the navigation, perception, and
a local level
manipulation containers on the vertical level.

Intent (testbed)

Provision of the resources at a
Latency, throughput, and SLA violation
global level

For recognising and interpreting the intent of vertical applications, 5G-ERA uses knowledge base
(KB) to store structured and unstructured data regarding the autonomous robots. To better
understand the data, semantic technology is integrated into the KB for mapping unstructured
semantic relationships into structured logical relationships. In particular, the knowledge graph
(Ehrlinger & Wöß, 2016) is applied in the 5G-ERA semantic KB to encode the semantics within the
data.
In order to derive 5G-ERA QoE models, Experience Blocking Index (EBI) (Xia, Qiu, & Jin, 2021) is
introduced in the project to quantify the impact of changing QoS towards vertical user’s experiences.
For QoEs could be determined by a single QoS, the decreased satisfaction and the loss of
performance due to experience blocking is derived in the forms of:
𝑉𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

𝐴% ∫0
EBI =
𝑉̅
That is，

𝑬𝑩𝑰 = 𝑨%

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑽𝒕𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒆𝒕 −𝒗<𝑽𝒕𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒆𝒕
̅
𝑽

(𝑉𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 − 𝑣)𝑓(𝑣)𝑑𝑣
𝑉

∫0 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 𝑓(𝑣)𝑑𝑣
𝐨𝐫 𝑨%

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑽𝒕𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒆𝒕 −𝑽
𝒗<𝑽𝒕𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒆𝒕
̅
𝑽

V_target means the targeted QoS. V is the actual QoS received by the vertical application. A% is the
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
probability of v<V_target, which can also be named as “V_target Blocking Probability”; 𝒗
<𝑽𝒕𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒆𝒕 is
the mean value of throughput loss under blocking state, then
EBI equals to “V_target Blocking Probability” multiplied by “the Ratio of mean throughput loss to
average user throughput”.
For QoEs need to be determined by multiple QoS, cookbook is defined using domain driven design.
Cookbook contains many receipts as templates. They are prepared for vertical with multiple
concurrent applications. 5G-ERA semantic KB has created a schema to describe possible building
blocks (such as a ‘Robot_Edge’ node type, a ‘Edge’ node type or ‘Cloud’ node type) of applications.
They will be used in the model for constructing a behaviour template together with QoE models. The
type system is then be used to define service templates (robot service, edge service, and cloud
service) to improve the QoE.
Managing Vertical-oriented intent in 5G-ERA
1) Definition of intent in 5G-ERA MIDDLEWARE: this is a high-level task to be completed by
robot in a given scenario. High level unstructured task requirement from users will be
translated into specific and structured requirement of tangible actions. The actions can be
retrieved from predefined containers or physical functions for instantiation, scaling and
management. They lead to a scalable approach that translates vertical intent on capabilities
into a network intent on resources. The vertical intents are defined in the semantic model
considering the following points:
a. How do we store the intent within semantic model?
A task table is prepared in the Semantic KB to hold the intent selected by domain
driven design. It records:
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1. The robots, which are running for a particular task/intent.
2. The time at which they were assigned to the intent.
3. The status of the execution of the intent.
b. How do we retrieve the intent? 5G-ERA meta database is designed to retrieve the
intent by execution some simple queries. The quantified results will be displayed in
the dashboard with detailed number of intents by robot/per scenario.
c. How do we map unstructured vertical intent into structured resource requirement on
a vertical level? The conversion is achieved by modelling the scenarios dynamically
using planning graph, and translating the intent through two sematic planners
mentioned below:
1. Dynamic modelling of scenarios with planning graph: Dynamic relationship
of the scenario is stored in the format of REDIS graph data structure as
planning graph. They can be dynamically updated / revised based on vertical
requirements.
2. Translating the unstructured intent into the vertical resource requirements:
1. Action planner: map unstructured intent (a give task to robot) to
specific and structured requirement of tangible actions. The actions
will be chained up as action sequence. They reflect the behaviours that
will be performed by the robot in a low-level algorithmic approach.
2. Resource planner: behaviours reflected by the action sequence will be
linked to pre-prepared (docker) images and containers. In this way,
various algorithms for robots will be translated into placement and
instantiation of the VNFs and PNFs. It also tracks the lifecycle of the
containers based of the future needs. This is done at the level of an
individual robot. Global resource requirements will be modelled by
machine learning tools in Section 4.
SEMANTIC MODEL SKELETON
To accommodate the information required to perform the intent, the semantic model is built as a
complete package made of three modules:




STREAMING DATA AND METADATA: stores historical data, streaming data from resources
performance of system actors, tasks, policies etc.
ACTION PLANNER: State machine that implements the logical and algorithmic structures of
output the optimal action sequence to accomplish the intent of robot.
RESOURCE PLANNER: Redis graph implementation of the reality of the dynamic scenario
that the robot is placed upon. Also, state machine to calculate best placement of resource
and keep track of lifecycle management of container images allocation and actions.

STREAMING AND METADATA TABLE INSIGHT: PREPARATION OF THE INTENT
For all decision making and planning performed in the semantic model, it is required a set of
information some of which is captured in the preparation stage (Dialogues between system actors)
and some others predefined (metadata). This data is stored in a Redis logical database inside various
tables that represent particular knowledge type (Hardware specifications, k8/docker images
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locations within the actors’ system scenario etc). All these information will help and support the
planning stage to achieve an optimal resource allocation and action sequence plan.
Semantic database Redis logical storage area 2 data structures “tables”. Redis commands are
highlighted in grey format.
1) Policies table: REDIS HASH.
a. Redis Command to set the data:
 SADD POLICY_NAME 0 ACTOR_ID
b. Redis command to query what actors have some particular policy:
 SSCAN POLICY_NAME 0 MATCH *
2) Tasks table: REDIS HASH.
a. Redis Command to set the data:
 HSET TASKS
ROBOT_ID:ROBOT_1:TIMESTAMP:12/12/2021:TASK_ID:TASK_1:STATUS:ALOCATED:
RETURN TASK_1
b. Query the system by robot ID and status of task:
 HSCAN TASKS 0 match *ROBOT_1*ALOCATED*
3) QUESTIONS_AND_ANSWERS_Dialogues: REDIS HASH1
a. Redis Command to set the data:
 HSET ACTORS_DIALOGUES
ASKING_ACTOR_ID:EDGE_1:ANSWERING_ACTOR_ID:ROBOT_1:QUESTION_ID:QUE
STION_7:TIMESTAMP:14/11/2021_13:28:44:11:REQUEST_ID:1:ANSWER:HIGH:RETUR
N HIGH
b. Query the system by date:
 HSCAN ACTORS_DIALOGUES 0 match */11/2021*
c. Delete the all data from table:
 HDEL ACTORS_DIALOGUES
"ASKING_ACTOR_ID:EDGE_1:ANSWERING_ACTOR_ID:ROBOT_1:QUESTION_ID:QUE
STION_2:ANSWER:TIMESTAMP:14/11/2021_13:28:44:11:REQUEST_ID:1:ANSWER:2:R
ETURN"
4) Resources: REDIS HASH:
a. Redis command to set the data:
 HSET RESOURCES_MACHINES ACTOR:ROBOT:ROBOT_ID:ROBOT_1:WIFI AC
 HSET RESOURCES_MACHINES ACTOR:ROBOT:ROBOT_ID:ROBOT_1:RAM 16
 HSET RESOURCES_MACHINES
ACTOR:ROBOT:ROBOT_ID:ROBOT_1:STORAGE_DISK 100
 HSET RESOURCES_MACHINES
ACTOR:ROBOT:ROBOT_ID:ROBOT_1:NUMBER_CORES 4
b. Redis command to query the resources of machine with ID ROBOT_1:
HSCAN RESOURCES_MACHINES 0 MATCH ACTOR:ROBOT:ROBOT_ID:ROBOT_1:*
5) IMAGES (DOCKER/K8): REDIS SET
a. Redis command to set the data:
1

Please refer to appendix for detailed information of the default system dialogues in the middleware.
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 SADD IMAGE_TABLE 0 ACTOR_ID
b. Redis command to query what actors have some particular image:
 SSCAN IMAGE_TABLE 0 MATCH *
ACTORS AND CAPABILITIES TO SUPPORT THE INTENT
Based on key scenarios identified in D1.1 and D1.2, main actors of 5G-ERA use cases include Robot,
Edge and Cloud, shown as the following figure.

Figure 1 Example instantiation of Edge, Cloud and Slices with OSM and ROS

2.2. Workflow of Semantic Models and ML Tools
We develop the semantic tools and the ML tools in a holistic perspective. By design, each tool can
fulfil a function independently with inputs from other functions, and in a meanwhile, all the functions
are linked together as a loop to continuously align the network management with the identified
behaviours of 5G enhanced robots. In particular, to map an intent from an individual vertical action
to a global OSM control policy, we propose a workflow with four components, each of which fulfils
a function. The figure below illustrates the proposed workflow and the developed tools:





The semantic tool Action Sequence Generation maps the intent of a given task (e.g., go-to-kitchen)
under the vertical application to a sequence of robot actions. This is learned from historical data,
and integrates domain knowledge. The results are stored in a knowledge base.
The function Network Intent Estimation is implemented with both semantic and ML tools. They
aim to learn the mapping between the identified robot actions and the demanded network
resources in a local site. The semantic tool will look up the pre-defined static mappings and
probabilistic distributions of the actions. The ML tool will learn new mappings from the existing
ones.
The ML tool Resource Usage Forecasting analyses resource usage of a VNF/KNF associated with
the robot. It will forecast the probability of achieving the network intent in the near future.
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The ML tool OSM Control Policy Generation learns an OSM control policy. It makes decisions to
accept/reject resource allocation plan or trigger a replanning request.

Figure 2 Workflow of developed tools for intent based management

With the designed workflow of the developed semantic and ML tools, the network management and
orchestration can be extended to stay aligned with actions of robots, which enhances their capability,
and facilitates the autonomous robots to carry out different vertical-specific tasks. In addition, these
components are implemented in an encapsulated manner, such that the users can also employ them
as a standalone tool. For the users who are interested in the tools, please find them at the project
repository: https://github.com/5G-ERA.
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3. Semantic Tool: Action Sequence Generation
3.1. Functionality
Semantic tools are the set of methods and tools that provide advanced means for categorizing and
processing data, as well as discovering relationships with varied data sets. The goal here is to help
machines understand data and transfer the vertical tasks (such as go-to-kitchen) and
environmental information into proper action sequences for further resource planning.
The functionality of the developed semantic tool is introduced with details, including function
description, inputs, outputs, and methodology. Please see the table below. This semantic tool has
been designed to perform all possible ranges of operations that can occur in the use cases. We have
identified the expected action sequences and resource planners associated with these tasks.
Table 3 Functionality of semantic tool for action sequence generation

Semantic Tool: Action sequence generation
Function description

Predicting potential actions involved in a pre-defined task

Inputs

From end users, including:





Name of the task
Outputs of ML Tool: OSM Control Policy Generation
Approval or Rejection of the task
Feedback from OSM policy, in case it is rejected

From Semantic Knowledge Base, including:



Outputs

Historical information of actions (successful rate, quality of
experience, and blocked experience)
Historical information of actors (Robot, Cloud, or Edge) and
NetApps (placement of the containers, availability of the
slices, completion of the actions)

Expected action sequence for completing the task.
Corresponding actor for the actions.

Inferencing Methods

State Based Decision Process & Experience Blocking Index

The development of the semantic tool is technically complex. The major challenges include:




A robust reasoning mechanism is needed for unstructured information. 5G-ERA need an
information model to properly accommodate the unstructured data produced by the scenario
actors. This data needs to be sorted according to a model that will translate the unstructured
data into structured information for future processing.
5G-ERA faces multi-objective optimisation problems. The semantic reasoning will help us to
optimise vertical actions by ranking the possible actions sequence in a sorted array by
predefined policy. The action sequence will be further optimised to accomplish resource
requirement and placement.
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A flexible reasoning mechanism for dynamic and sophisticated relationships. Relationships
in 5G-ERA environments are expected to be complicated and highly dynamic. A robot might
switch from one Edge to another; the expected relationship in a given environment might be
dynamically changed to an unexpected case. The action planner needs to handle the
sophisticated cases.

Any possible task provided to the robot can be divided into high level robotics actions:




Navigation
Perception
Manipulation

5G-ERA project also considers that human intervention may be required if a robot reports for
impossibility of completing a task without human assistance. Therefore, 3 more actions are added.




Human assisted navigation
Human assisted perception
Human assisted manipulation.

Finally, a particular action of the 5G-ERA is the asking for information to the semantic model to
reason.



Proactive Information update.
Reactive information update.

The action planner will divide the high-level tasks into low level algorithmic actions sequence that
will be fetch to the resource planner allocation system later on. We illustrate with an example task:
go-to-kitchen. In particular, we have:
State machine
An abstract model that defines all possible states that the system can be. Transactions are defined
to specify how and by which conditions one state of the system can change to another. By this,
tracking of all states is performed and simple logical operations can be done. Following are some
states of a 5G-ERA state machine for the task of go-to-kitchen:








Robot does not know position [state 1]
Robot knows position [state 2]
Robot is localised in a map within a cartesian space [state 3]
Robot knows map but not the position. [state 4]
Robot is located but not in the kitchen. [state 5]
Robot is located and in kitchen. [state 6]
Robot needs to create a map because 5G-ERA does not have one [state 7]

The following are the transactions:




ASK_FOR_MAP
AMCL (ADAPTIVE MONTECARLO LOCALIZATION)
SEMANTIC LOCALIZATION

ACTION PLAN: State 1 is assume for this example: [assume state 1]
1) TRANSACTION = ASKING FOR MAP.
a. CHECK IF 5G-ERA HAS A MAP
TRANSACTION SUCCESSFUL: *for simplicity assume only positive transactions. [TRUE]
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RETURN [state 4]
1.1
) TRANSACTION = AMCL
RETURN [state 3]
1.2) TRANSACTION = SEMANTIC LOCALIZATION
RETURN [state 6]
State tracking over Redis hash database:
[state 1] [state 4]  [state 3]  [state 6]
Action sequence is:
1) ASKING FOR MAP.
2) AMCL
3) SEMANTIC LOCALIZATION
ACTION SEQUENCE [HIGH LEVEL]:
Proactive Information update.  Navigation [cartesian space] Navigation [semantic
space]
__________________________________________________________________________________
ACTION SEQUENCE [LOW LEVEL]:
 Ask for information to 5G-ERA REDISQUERY [MAP, QUALITY OF MAP; TYPES OF MAP]
 AMCL,MOVE-BASE, LOCAL PLANNER, GLOBAL PLANNER, COST_MAP,
JOINT_STATE_PUBLISHER, ROBOT_STATE_PUBLISHER,ROS_2_CLIENT]
 Semantic algorithm localization,  AMCL,MOVE-BASE, LOCAL PLANNER, GLOBAL
PLANNER, COST_MAP, JOINT_STATE_PUBLISHER,
ROBOT_STATE_PUBLISHER,ROS_2_CLIENT]
________________________________________________________________________________

3.2. Method Description
To tackle the challenges, 5G-ERA semantic knowledge base is built on Redis, due to the following
advantages:
1. Redis has a flexible architecture for processing unstructured data in memory.
2. Redis has good support on distributed information: Since experiments will be conducted in
different places, a distributed Redis system is necessary.
3. Redis Graph for an efficient representation of the real-world relationships required by the
5G-ERA reasoning.
4. Redis API for dynamically updating the relationships
The challenges on unstructured and dynamic information in the 5G-ERA are addressed by:


Streaming data and Metadata - Hash and Set - Hashes and sets are meant to store complex
data. Hashes can hold many field-value pairs and are designed to not take up much space
and that is crucial for this project. One of the reasons why we are using hash and set in the
streaming data and actors metadata.
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Knowledge Graph - Redis graph is used for the Knowledge base. To overcome the problem
of ease of use and visualization, the Redis graph has been used. It can process complex
graph operations in real-time, 10x-600x faster than any other graph database. Querylanguage in the Redis graph is quite efficient and easy to use. One of the major issues, like
integrated visualization, is solved by the Redis graph. It shows how our data is connected
through multiple visualization integrations including Redis insight.
Redis API for dynamic Graphs - The Redis graph represents a virtual construction of the
scenario reality. Actors, relationships, and tasks are dynamic and there is a need to
accommodate these changes as soon as possible to this knowledge base. Redis graph native
libraries can perform these modifications: delete/update/create nodes and relationships.
This idea is translated into an API that can call these definitions at any time. Therefore,
necessary and fast modifications of the knowledge base are achieved.
State Machines - State machines are used here for figuring out the best implementation of
any task performed by ROBOT in both the action planner and resource planner. Reasons for
using state machines are flexible, easy to move from a significant abstract to code execution,
low processor overhead, and easy determination of the reachability of the state.

3.3. Implementation Design
Given a task, a robot, and a circumstance, reasoning the best actions and configuration to complete
the task. The corresponding reasoning will be based on pre-defined semantic knowledge.
The semantic DB is divided into 3 logical databases. Redis accomplishes this by using the select
index command. To be more concrete, we provide a toy example as the following figures. The logical
index is provided for each DB. The Redis database is running under a docker container that supports
graphs. Its official image used in the project is Redis labs/Redis graph. For the distribution of the
semantic model, having the DB in a container is necessary.
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Figure 3 Multi Scenario accommodation example to the 5G-ERA middleware with the Semantic DB

The example above shows four different 5G-ERA Scenario’s running in different space locations.
Each one is a K8s cluster network with each own semantic distributed database Redis.
Communication is performed among K8s clusters using DDS of the ROS 2 middleware. Additionally,
Redis provides for synchronization of distributed models.

Figure 4 Semantic database

Now let illustrate the three logical databases with more details.
1.

STREAMING DATA AND ACTORS METADATA LOGICAL DATABASE
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This logical database from Redis stores metadata and streaming data, resource consumption for
later machine training and other useful information like task status for robot actors.

If the resource planner wants to know which actor entities in its scenario graph have a particular
image to complete a task, it will query these tables. Example, get all actors that are of type Edge and
have the image “Human assisted navigation”.
Every practical/real scenario in the 5G-ERA project is depicted as a Redis graph representation of
the whole system. It encompassed actors, relationships and data meaningful to the entities. The
graph is dynamically updated as every scenario is dynamic in real life. Redis query system is used
to get any particular knowledge to solve the problem of system resource allocation to help the robot
execution during operation of and intent /task.
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Figure 5 Resource Planner Graph

State machine for the resource planning consists of event, initial and final state. This will give the
answers like which Edge or Cloud is able to perform task efficiently. Logical thinking is the main
purpose of this state machine and this will give the information of the best placement, which will be
required to execute any task.

Figure 6 State machine behind the resource planning

2. ACTION PLANNER LOGICAL DB
Action Planner Logical DB consists of the pre-defined action schema to perform the task. The action
sequences are based on the semantic metadata and streaming data mentioned above.
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3. RESOURCE PLANNER LOGICAL DB
The primary function of this resource planner logical DB is to collect data and then analyse it for
determining the benefits and proper execution of a particular action. It is also designed to be part of
the 5G-ERA Middleware. The Resource planner Logical DB is based on the planning graph. An
example of the planning graph can be found in Figure 5 mentioned above. To execute resource
planner logical DB, we are using Redis Graph.

3.4. Evaluation
To demonstrate the performance of the semantic tool, we have made evaluations for different cases,
including



Unstructured information and relationship
Dynamic information and relationship

The query table is divided into three sections, QUERY, REDIS_QUERY and RESULT. QUERY section
determines some of the possible questions that can arise from performing any task. For making it
simple, the queries are spilt into three groups to make it more easily understandable, the first group
consists of very simple queries, such as: how many robots are there? How many clouds are there?
The second group is little bit more complex like which edge, cloud can perform the task. The third
group has complex questions and results like instance-creation, robot busy with other robots etc.
The results and experiment settings are reported as follows.
Case 1: Handling unstructured information & relationship
In the experiments, we test essential queries for semantic planning. The result is consistent with
the relationship specified in Figure 5.
QUERY

REDIS_QUERY

1.Which are the robots in the
semantic model database at
time “t”?

GRAPH.QUERY
RESOURCES_PLANNER_RD "MATCH (x:
ROBOT) RETURN x.ID"

"x.ID"
"ROBOT_1"
"ROBOT_2"

2.Which are the edge in the
semantic model data at time

“t”?

GRAPH.QUERY
RESOURCES_PLANNER_RD "MATCH (x:
EDGE) RETURN x.ID"

"x.ID"
"EDGE_1"
"EDGE_2"

3.Which are the cloud in the
semantic model data at the
“t”?

GRAPH.QUERY
RESOURCES_PLANNER_RD "MATCH (x:
CLOUD) RETURN x.ID"

"x.ID"
"CLOUD_1"

Console for the above queries:
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4.What are all edge
machines that have the
image that can perform the
given task i.e. navigation?

GRAPH.QUERY
RESOURCES_PLANNER_RD "MATCH
(x:EDGE) WHERE NOT (x)-[](:ACTION) RETURN (x)"

"x"
"id"
(integer) 3
"labels"
"EDGE"
"properties"
"ID"
"EDGE_2"

5. What are all clouds
machines that have the
image that can perform the
given task i.e. navigation?

GRAPH.QUERY
RESOURCES_PLANNER_RD "MATCH
(x:CLOUD) WHERE NOT (x)-[](:ACTION) RETURN (x)"

"x"
"id"
(integer) 2
"labels"
"CLOUD"
"properties"
"ID"
"CLOUD_1"

6. What are all edge machines
that are free to do any task?

GRAPH.QUERY
RESOURCES_PLANNER_RD "MATCH
(x:EDGE) WHERE NOT (x)-[](:ACTION) RETURN (x)"

"x"
"id"
(integer) 3
"labels"
"EDGE"
"properties"
"ID"
"EDGE_2"

7. What are all clouds
machines that are free to do
any task?

GRAPH.QUERY
RESOURCES_PLANNER_RD "MATCH
(x:CLOUD) WHERE NOT (x)-[](:ACTION) RETURN (x)"

"x"
"id"
(integer) 2
"labels"
"CLOUD"
"properties"
"ID"
"CLOUD_1"
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8. How many instances were
created for image_1?

GRAPH.QUERY
"RESOURCES_PLANNER_RD"
"MATCH (c: IMAGE {ID: 'IMAGE_1'} )[x: INSTANCIATED]->(y) RETURN y.ID"

"y.ID"
"INSTANCE_1"

9. Who is doing ACTION_1 for
robot_1?
ROBOT/EDGE/CLOUD?

GRAPH.QUERY
"RESOURCES_PLANNER_RD"
"MATCH (c)-[x: PROVIDES
{WORKING_FOR: 'ROBOT_1'} ]->(y:
ACTION {ID: 'ACTION_1'}) RETURN
c.ID"

"c.ID"
"EDGE_1"

10.What actions for task_1
don’t have an instance
created for them?

GRAPH.QUERY
"RESOURCES_PLANNER_RD"
"MATCH (x: TASK{ID:
'TASK_1'})MATCH (y: ACTION)WHERE
NOT ()-[: PROVIDES]->(y) AND (x)[:EXTENDS]->(y)RETURN (y)"

"y"
"id"
(integer) 14
"labels"
"ACTION"
"properties"
"ID"
"ACTION_7"

Case 2: Handling dynamic information & relationship
During an operation, Robots may swich their connection from one Edge node to another, e.g. when
it physically moves from one location to another. The corresponding information and relationships
need to be dynamically updated for the 5G-ERA planner to make meaningful action and resource
planning. In our evaluation case, Robot 1 is connected to Edge1 in the beginning, but later moves to
another location and is connected to Edge 2. Corresponding containers may need to be relocated
(re-instantiated). So, the case is demonstrating the semantic relationship to be translated into
dynamic logical relationship using the planning graph.
The demonstration below shows that 5G-ERA semantic reasoner can reconstruct the relationship
dynamically according to the semantical relationship of the situation.
Step 1:
The initial configuration of the situation is illustrated in the figure below. The sematic
meaning of the graph is:






Robot 1 is connected to Cloud 1, Edge1 and Edge 2
Task 1 has been assigned to Robot 1
Task 1 contains Action 1 and Action 7
Action 1 is instantiated in instance 1 using image 1
The instance is deployed in the Edge 1
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Step 2:
Robot switches its connection from Edge1 to Edge 2
 The connection between instant 1 and Edge 1 should be removed
 The connection between the Action 1 and Edge 1 should also be removed
Remove link EDGE_1 – [:PROVIDES]->
(ACTION_1) We now say that edge one is not
doing action_1 for robot_1

GRAPH.QUERY
"RESOURCE_PLANNER"
"MATCH
(:EDGE{ID:'EDGE_1'})-[r:
PROVIDES]>(:ACTION{ID:'ACTION_1'}) DELETE r"

The instance is still located at edge_1, so it
needs to be relocated to edge_2.

GRAPH.QUERY
"RESOURCE_PLANNER"
"MATCH
(:INSTANCE{ID:'INSTANCE_1'})-[r:
LOCATED_AT
]>(:EDGE{ID:'EDGE_1'}) DELETE r"

Step 3:
Robot switches its connection from Edge1to Edge 2 continued
 The connection between instant 1 and Edge 2 should be established
 The connection between the Action 1 and Edge 2 should also be established
Instance_1 is reallocated to EDGE_2

GRAPH.QUERY "RESOURCE_PLANNER" "MATCH (x:
INSTANCE {ID: 'INSTANCE_1'}), (c: EDGE{ ID: 'EDGE_2'})
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CREATE
(x)-[:LOCATED_AT{
'26/11/2021_10:27:00'}]->(c)"
Now, we need to specify that edge_2 is doing
ACTION_1, so a link needs to be created with
attribute WORKING_FOR: ROBOT_1

TIMESTAMPED:

GRAPH.QUERY "RESOURCE_PLANNER" "MATCH (x:
EDGE {ID: 'EDGE_2'}), (c: ACTION{ ID: 'ACTION_1'})
CREATE (x)-[:PROVIDES{ WORKING_FOR: 'ROBOT_1'}]>(c)"

The figure below is the testing result after the modification of the planning graph in the semantic KB.
It is consistent with the expectation of the scenario.
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4. Semantic and ML Tools: Mapping Intent from
Vertical Application to Network Management
4.1. Functionality
Mapping intent from vertical applications to individual Quality of Service (QoS) requirements through
action sequence generation is essential to network management and resource planning. Every
provided robotic service has its own QoS requirements with respect to its purpose and
implementation. The QoS demands may differ based on the location (ROBOT / EDGE / CLOUD) of this
service even based on the requesting actor. Each actor (robot) may have a different set of sensors,
and QoS may vary due to different resolution of the camera, bitrate, frame per second, etc. This set
of QoS creates a knowledge base (KB), source information for mapping intent to resource usage.
For intent-based networking in the context of 5G-enhanced robot autonomy, the goal of this tool
introduced in the section is to predict expected QoS and placement of the KNF/VNFs according to
recognized robot intent. More details about inputs and outputs of this tool can be found in the
following table.
Table 4 Functionality of semantic and ML tools for mapping intent to resource usage

Semantic and ML Tools: Mapping Intent to Resource Usage
Function description

Translate expected action sequence into expected QoS and
placement of the KNF/VNF.

Inputs

Action sequence from Tool 1
Actors from Tool 1
Table of QoS expectation per action stored in Knowledge Base (KB)
Historical data – real measured requirements by Actors/Services
(optional)

Outputs

Placement of the KNFs/VNFs and expected resources per network
function for an individual robot

ML/Semantic Methods

A. Deterministic table lookup based on pre-defined information in
KB
B. Forecasted QoS based on pre-defined information in KB and
historical data
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4.2. Method Description
The main idea of this tool is to translate robot intent to resource requirements using provided
knowledge base and historical data optionally. The semantic and machine learning tool performs
individual resource planning through two independent mechanisms.
Static mapping is the default variant, which is based on deterministic table lookup according to predefined information in the KB. Lookup is performed with respect to requested service and actor, if
available. In case that there are multiple records, the mean value of each metric is reported as part
of expected QoS. The same applies in case that historical records are provided.
Forecasted QoS exploits multiple records for each service with respect to the timeline order of these
records (time-series), their seasonality, influence of holidays and forecast uncertainty. (Taylor &
Letham, 2018) present a framework called Facebook Prophet for forecasting at scale. They used a
decomposable time series model with three main components: trend, seasonality and holidays,
combined in following equation:
𝑦(𝑡) = 𝑔(𝑡) + 𝑠(𝑡) + ℎ(𝑡) + 𝜖𝑡 ,
where 𝑔(𝑡) is the trend function for modelling non-periodic changes in the time series, 𝑠(𝑡)
represents seasonality (periodic changes), ℎ(𝑡) is effect of holiday and term 𝜖𝑡 substitutes any
idiosyncratic changes not accommodated by the model. More details can be found in the original
paper.
For description of individual metrics of QoS requirements stored in KB and expected output please
see Table 2 in the deliverable: D3.2 - Event bus, dense learning toolbox and their corresponding
network models.

4.3. Implementation Design
The figure below illustrates the modular design of the toolbox for mapping intent to resource usage.
The core part (Tool logic) implements both planning mechanisms described in Section 4.2. The
Knowledge Base layer (KB Layer) is designed to handle multiple data sources as well as Output
Layer may report results in multiple ways. Semantic Tool 1 Input Layer (SMT 1 Input Layer) takes a
list of actions and a list of actors produced by the tool described in Chapter 3. In current form of
toolbox, inputs and outputs are handled through REST API.
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Figure 7 Modular design of the toolbox for mapping intent to resource usage

4.4. Synthetic Data Generation
Forecasted QoS variant depends on time-series data stored in knowledge base to be able to make
a prediction. To overcome this requirement when real data are not yet collected, the synthetic data
generator was created.
Generator works with pre-defined config files, which defines ranges and/or possible choices for
each QoS metric. Range is defined by data type tuple and generator creates single random value
based on defined range and its data type (int, float). Data type list is used for choices and a random
element from list is selected as value in this case. Sample config file for Moving Object Detection
service (description in the deliverable “D3.2 - Event bus, dense learning toolbox and their
corresponding network models”) is shown in Figure 8 as a code snippet.
Inside of generator, data are stored in pandas DataFrame 2 data structure. For convenience and
human readability, the generated knowledge base is stored as CSV file. Example data generated by
synthetic data generator is shown in Figure 9Figure 9 Example of generated data stored in a KB.

2

https://pandas.pydata.org/docs/reference/api/pandas.DataFrame.html
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Figure 8 Code snippet of an example config file for one of the developed services

4.5. Evaluation
We have initially tested the developed toolboxes with promising results for both variants. The further
validation with the project testbed will be completed in WP4 and WP5.
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Figure 9 Example of generated data stored in a KB
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The task of mapping intent to QoE for network management is a multi-objective optimization problem.
For a the same VNF, the network and resource requirement are significantly different if we are
talking about the placement on an Edge, inside a robot or on a centre cloud. Therefore, the targeted
network management is only meaningful when the placement is determined at the vertical level. The
example below demonstrates the 5G-ERA resource planner derive the placement of the VNFs based
data stored in the KB (as pictured above) using receipts in the cookbook. The process is illustrated
with two typically used policies, namely A) offload the KNFs and VNFs from robot for as much as
possible; B) Given historical data, offload the KNFs and VNFs from robot to the cloud and edge for
best experience.
A) Policy 1: KNF and VNF should be deployed on the cloud/edge for as much as possible: The
resource planner and the network management must ensure the offloading is feasible. This is
carried out using the following query:
1) Query all edge/cloud nodes that have connectivity to the robot.
GRAPH.QUERY "RESOURCES_PLANNER_RD" "MATCH (x: ROBOT{ID: 'ROBOT_1'}) MATCH (y)
WHERE (x)-[: CAN_REACH]->(y) RETURN *":  EDGE_1, CLOUD_1
2) Checking availability of actors:
GRAPH.QUERY RESOURCES_PLANNER_RD "MATCH (x:EDGE) WHERE NOT (x)-[]-(:ACTION)
RETURN (x)"  CLOUD_1
GRAPH.QUERY RESOURCES_PLANNER_RD "MATCH (x:CLOUD) WHERE NOT (x)-[]-(:ACTION)
RETURN (x)"  EDGE_5
3) Get Actors that have the image to perform task_1 (ACTION7, ACTION1, and ACTION1) 
ask_for_data, cartesian_navigation, semantic_navigation.
SSCAN ASK_FOR_DATA 0 MATCH *  CLOUD_1, EDGE_2, EDGE_1, CLOUD_7
SSCAN CARTESIAN_SPACE_NAVIGATION 0 MATCH *  CLOUD_1, EDGE_5, EDGE_1, CLOUD_7
SSCAN SEMANTIC_SPACE_NAVIGATION _CONTAINER 0 MATCH *  CLOUD_1, EDGE_1,
CLOUD_8, CLOUD_5, EDGE_2
Given an action sequence of (ACTION7, ACTION1, and ACTION1) are planned by the action planner, the
placement of the action is derived as:
ACTION_7 (Q1 AND Q3 ) OR Q2:  ((CLOUD_1, EDGE_1) AND (CLOUD_1, EDGE_2, EDGE_1,
CLOUD_7)) OR (CLOUD_1,EDGE_5)  CLOUD_1 ==>[ACTION 7 FROM TASK_1 should be
placed in CLOUD_1]
ACTION_1 (Q1 AND Q3 ) OR Q2:  ((CLOUD_1, EDGE_1)AND (CLOUD_1, EDGE_5, EDGE_1,
CLOUD_7) OR (CLOUD_1, EDGE_5)  (CLOUD_1, EDGE_1) OR (CLOUD_1) tie EDGE_1,
CLOUD_1  CLOUD_1 [to solve the tie we apply heuristic who is not so busy]
==>[ACTION 1 FROM TASK_1 should be placed in CLOUD_1]
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The result is consistent with the expectation of the scenario.
B) Policy 2: KNF and VNF should be placed based on best QoE. This is derived using historical data
stored in the KB. This policy describes that we want to place the services using historical
experience towards recorded QoS. The pipeline of the planner for the policy is:
Retrieving QoS stored in the KB
 Calculating the EBI
 Retrieve the weight for each of the QoS based on the impact to the action (predefined receipt
in the cookbook)
 derive and rank the QoE for situation.
The weights in the receipts are predefined values given by experts of the action algorithm as part of
5G-ERA cookbook. The derivation of the optimal placement for the task of go to kitchen is
demonstrated below:
1) Query all edge/cloud nodes that have connectivity to the robot.

Same as Policy 1

2) Checking availability of actors:

Same as Policy 1

3) Get Actors that have the image to perform task_1 (ACTION7, ACTION1, and ACTION1) 
ask_for_data, cartesian_navigation, semantic_navigation.

Same as Policy 1

4) Get EBI and recipes of all actors that performed TASK of go to kitchen
HSCAN STREAMING_ACTOR_HEALTH 0 match ACTOR_ID:*:ACTION_ID:ACTION_7:*  [CPU:44%,
RAM:43%]..%]EBI CaculatorEDGE_1 [EBI_CPU*[Weight%], EBI_LANTECY*[ Weight%],
EBI_RAM*[ Weight]]
 EDGE_2 [EBI_CPU*[Weight%], EBI_LANTECY*[ Weight%], EBI_RAM*[ Weight]]
 EDGE_X [EBI_CPU*[Weight%], EBI_LANTECY*[ Weight%], EBI_RAM*[ Weight]]
 CLOUD_X [EBI_CPU*[Weight%], EBI_LANTECY*[ Weight%], EBI_RAM*[ Weight]]
HSCAN STREAMING_ACTOR_HEALTH 0 match ACTOR_ID:*:ACTION_ID:ACTION_1:*  [CPU:44%,
RAM:43%]..%]..EBI Caculator EDGE_1 [EBI_CPU*[Weight%], EBI_LANTECY*[ Weight%],
EBI_RAM*[ Weight]]
 EDGE_2 [EBI_CPU*[Weight%], EBI_LANTECY*[ Weight%], EBI_RAM*[ Weight]]
 EDGE_X [EBI_CPU*[Weight%], EBI_LANTECY*[ Weight%], EBI_RAM*[ Weight]]
 CLOUD_X [EBI_CPU*[Weight%], EBI_LANTECY*[ Weight%], EBI_RAM*[ Weight]]
HSCAN STREAMING_ACTOR_HEALTH 0 match ACTOR_ID:*:ACTION_ID:ACTION_1:*  [CPU:44%,
RAM:43%]..%]..EBI Caculator EDGE_1 [EBI_CPU*[Weight%], EBI_LANTECY*[ Weight%],
EBI_RAM*[ Weight]]
 EDGE_2 [EBI_CPU*[Weight%], EBI_LANTECY*[ Weight%], EBI_RAM*[ Weight]]
 EDGE_X [EBI_CPU*[Weight%], EBI_LANTECY*[ Weight%], EBI_RAM*[ Weight]]
 CLOUD_X [EBI_CPU*[Weight%], EBI_LANTECY*[ Weight%], EBI_RAM*[ Weight]]
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The best QoE for actor according to the EBI and the receipts in the cookbook will be chosen as the
possible candidate in Q4 Boolean formula below.

ACTION_7 (Q1 AND Q3 ) OR Q4:  ((CLOUD_1, EDGE_1) AND (CLOUD_1, EDGE_2, EDGE_1,
CLOUD_7)) OR (BEST_HEALTH_ACTOR_BASED_ON_EBI) ==>[ACTION 7 FROM TASK_1
should be placed in CLOUD_1]
ACTION_1 (Q1 AND Q3 ) OR Q4:  ((CLOUD_1, EDGE_1)AND (CLOUD_1, EDGE_5,
EDGE_1, CLOUD_7) OR (BEST_HEALTH_ACTOR_BASED_ON_EBI) ==>[ACTION 1 FROM
TASK_1 should be placed in EDGE1]
The result is also consistent with the expectation of the scenario.
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5. ML Tool: Resource Usage Forecasting for
Performance Management
5.1. Functionality
Resource usage forecasting is essential for many tasks in network management and orchestration,
e.g., admission control and resource allocation of VNFs/KNFs. In general, the management system
monitors the running of a VNF, and predict the demanded resource for the future, then proactively
provision the VNF with an appropriate amount of resources to match the predicted demand (Azari,
Ozger, & Cavdar, 2019). Since Artificial Intelligence (AI) driven solution is used, the management
system is capable of forecasting the resource usage properly, by which the over- and underprovisioning can avoid dramatically. Consequently, with the same infrastructure, more VNFs and
slices can be supported which is important for operators to reduce their operational cost, and in the
meantime SLA violation due to lack of resource can be decreased which is essential for operators
to improve satisfactory and experience of their customers.
For intent-based networking in the context of 5G-enhanced robot autonomy, the goal is to align the
forecasted network resource usage of a robot with the estimated one according to robot intent, such
that the network enables the robot to carry out a certain activity successfully. In particular, to
support robot’s activity, the management system instantiates a set of related VNFs deploying on
cloud/MEC. In line with the exact activity the robot will perform for a specific vertical intent (e.g.
navigation of a physical site), the network intent is estimated, which are represented as a set of
numbers in terms of e.g., CPU usage, memory usage, required latency and throughput for each
involved VNF. The estimated network intent, which are outputs of the tools reported in the last
section, will be used to allocate resource for the VNF initially. During the running time of the VNF,
the traffic load and other conditions, such as channel quality, will be changing over time (Huang,
Chiang, & Li, 2017). The initially provisioned resource, i.e. network intent, may not always satisfy the
real resource usage. Thus, to manage the performance of the network in an online mode, the ML
tool reported in this section will analyse the telemetry of the VNF, and forecast the distribution of
the resource usage for the future. Here the ML tool estimates the probabilistic density function of
future resource usage, instead of the commonly used point estimation. The extra flexibility allows
the operators to allocate resource as per a proper confidence level defined by SLA with customers.
The table below summarizes the information of the ML tool, including major functionality,
inputs/outputs, as well as the developed ML method to achieve the target.
Table 5 Functionality of ML Tool for resource usage forecasting for performance management

ML Tool: Resource Usage Forecasting for Performance Management
Function description

Analyse the historical resource usage, traffic load and other related
telemetry, to forecast the future resource usage, and thus estimate
the probability of satisfying the intent, i.e., the allocated resource
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Inputs

Intents: a set of numbers, e.g., allocated resources (CPU/memory
usage) and required latency and throughput
Time series data about traffic load and other related telemetry, e.g.,
channel quality etc.
Time series data about CPU usage etc.

Outputs

Probabilistic distribution (confidence) that the intents can still be
satisfied in the near future

ML Methods

Probabilistic models with uncertainty estimation

5.2. Method Description
The ML tool develops a probabilistic model to forecast resource usage of a VNF. Let start with
problem formulation. Assume that there is a dataset 𝐷 = {(𝑥𝑡 , 𝑦𝑡 ): 𝑡 = 1 … 𝑛} , where 𝑥𝑡 and 𝑦𝑡
denote the observed workload and resource usage (e.g. CPU usage) of a VNF at time t, respectively.
The goal is to predict the resource usage 𝑦(𝑛+1) at the next time step 𝑛 + 1. Embedding the problem
in a probabilistic modelling framework, the task is now formulated to learn: 𝑝(𝑦(𝑛+1) |𝐷). The problem
seems to be a regular time series forecasting task with the input time series 𝑥𝑡 and the output time
series 𝑦𝑡 . After investigating the problem domain in depth, there actually exist dynamic and static
mechanisms in the data. The workload time series is noisy. There are often outliers observed. In
terms of the resource usage data, it is statically dependent on the workload of the VNF given the
computing or service of the VNF. So it is indeed a static functional relation: 𝑦𝑡 = ℎ(𝑥𝑡 ). Though we
still use time as subscript of the input and the out variables, they just index the data examples. There
are not dynamics in the relations of workload and resource usage. Put them together, the proposed
ML tool decomposes the learning task as three components:
A. Dynamic pattern recognition: learning time related mechanism of the workload time series,
i.e., 𝑝(𝑥𝑡+1 |𝑥𝑡 , 𝑥𝑡−1 , … , 𝑥𝑡0 )
B. Static model: learning functional dependency between workload and resource usage, i.e.,
𝑝(𝑦𝑡 |𝑥𝑡 )
C. Combine the above two learned mechanisms to estimate the resource usage at the next time
step t+1: 𝑝(𝑦𝑡+1 |𝐷) = ∫ 𝑝(𝑦𝑡+1 |𝑥𝑡+1 )𝑝(𝑥𝑡+1 |𝑥𝑡 , 𝑥𝑡−1 , … , 𝑥𝑡0 )𝑑𝑥𝑡+1
We now introduce each component of the tool.
Dynamic model for workload forecasting. We use student-t process (Shah, Wilson, & Ghahramani,
2014) to forecast workload stream of a VNF. The workload time series arrives in a streaming fashion,
and is continuously accumulated. Consequently, it is practically impossible to store the entire stream
for learning and inference. Moreover, since the time series is often noisy with outliers observed, the
models are expected to directly learn from the anomaly-contaminated heavy-tailed time series data.
To address these challenges, we develop an online Student-t process (OLTP) method to learn the
underlying dynamics of streaming time series. By embedding the method in a nonparametric
Bayesian framework, the method has good properties such as nonparametric representation and
analytic predictive distributions. The heavy-tailed distributions of the OLTP provide robustness
against unknown anomalies in the time series. This allows the method to effectively capture the
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normal patterns of anomaly-contaminated time series during the iterative learning process. In
addition, we optimize predictive likelihood of newly available observations, instead of the nondecomposable joint likelihood, to stochastically fit the model to the new data.
In particular, the time series is viewed as a function 𝑦𝑡 = 𝑓(𝑡) (shortened as 𝑓𝑡 ) of the time t. The
function f represents the underlying dynamics of the time series. This modelling method can easily
address unevenly spaced time series and missing value problem. The functional form of f is unknown.
As the time series can be of any shape and include noise and outliers, we assume that the function
f itself is random and drawn from a student-t process, which defines a robust nonparametric
distribution over functions. Then, for a noisy time series of length n, the joint distribution can be
defined as a multivariate Student-t distribution:

Where Γ and I denote Gamma function and identity matrix, respectively. K is kernel matrix, computed
with a kernel function, e.g., SE (squared exponential) kernel: 𝜌2 exp(−𝑑2 /2ℓ2 ). The figures below
show the kernel function and the sampled time series from a TP.
After getting the underlying dynamics of the time series, represented as the function f, we can now
predict the unknown value 𝑓∗ at the next time 𝑡∗ . Here we develop an online prediction method for
Student-t processes to reduce computational cost. Assume that we have the data 𝐷 = {(𝑥𝑡 , 𝑦𝑡 ): 𝑡 =
1 … 𝑛} for n time steps, and newly observe the data example at the time n+1. The task is to forecast
the workload at 𝑡∗ ← 𝑛 + 2. We aim to reuse the computation for the existing data to reduce the cost
of the new prediction at 𝑡∗ . The developed online method is summarized in Alg. 1.

Time series sampled from TP

SE
kernel function

Static model of resource usage. The functional relationship between resource usage 𝑦𝑡 and
workload 𝑥𝑡 is static. This component aims to learn 𝑝(𝑦𝑡 |𝑥𝑡 ). Here we use Gaussian process to
learn the function. In particular, we have 𝑦 = 𝑔(𝑥) (shorten as 𝑔𝑥 ). Again the mathematical form of
the function g is arbitrary. To be more flexible, we assume the function g is drawn from a
distribution, Gaussian Process (GP) (Salimbeni & Deisenroth., 2018), over functional space.
Formally, the function g follows a GP on the input space χ with parameters: mean function 𝜇: 𝜒 → 𝑅
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and kernel function (positive definite) 𝜅: 𝜒 × 𝜒 → 𝑅. Any finite collection of 𝐷 = {(𝑥𝑡 , 𝑦𝑡 ), 𝑡 = 1, … , 𝑛}
follows a n-dimensional Gaussian distribution 𝑁(𝑚, 𝐾), where 𝑚𝑡 = 𝜇(𝑥𝑡 ) and 𝐾𝑖,𝑗 = 𝜅(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗 ). We
do not employ a Student t process to model the function between workload and resource usage,
since the outliers here are less, a heavy-tailed distribution is not necessary. Besides GP modelling,
neural networks can also be used to learn the function g. Theoretically, with enough hidden layers
and hidden units, NNs can model arbitrary functions, though the network architecture can be
complicated. The kernel function 𝜅 can be the same as what we select for TP, e.g. SE kernel. In
general, the mean function is set as zero. Given the training data and the GP, the predictive
distribution of the unknown resource usage 𝑓∗ of the observed workload 𝑥∗ follows a Gaussian
distribution, which can be computed as follows:

Integration of the learned dynamic and static patterns. Conditioned on the learned predictive
distributions for resource usage and workload, we can now assemble them to estimate the
resource usage at the next time step 𝑡∗ : 𝑝(𝑦𝑡∗ |𝐷) = ∫ 𝑝(𝑦𝑡∗ |𝑥𝑡∗ )𝑝(𝑥𝑡∗ |𝑥𝑡∗ −1 , 𝑥𝑡∗ −2 , … , 𝑥𝑡0 )𝑑𝑥𝑡∗ . The
integral is analytically intractable, so sampling method is used to approximate the prediction. In
the integral, the first and second terms are Gaussian and student-t distributions, respectively.
(𝑠)
Since sum of Gaussian distributions is still Gaussian, we then sample a number S of examples 𝑥𝑡∗
(𝑠)

from the learned student t distribution 𝑝(𝑥𝑡∗ |𝑥𝑡∗ −1 , 𝑥𝑡∗ −2 , … , 𝑥𝑡0 ). For each sampled workload 𝑥𝑡∗ ,
compute the mean and variance of resource usage using the above equation. Finally, the predictive
(𝑠)
distribution of the resource usage is a Gaussian with mean 𝑚
̂ ∗ = ∑𝑆𝑠=1 𝐸 (𝑓∗ |𝑥𝑡∗ ) /𝑆 as and
(𝑠)

variance as 𝜎̂∗2 = ∑𝑆𝑠=1 𝑐𝑜𝑣 (𝑓∗|𝑥𝑡∗ ) /𝑆. According to the predictive distribution, we can define a

predictive interval of a certain probability P, which means the real resource usage at the time 𝑡∗
will fall in the interval with a probability P. If the network intent (initially assigned resource) is
larger then the upper bound of the interval, then we can ensure that with the probability P, the VNF
can guarantee the service quality to support the robot’s activity. The probability P can be set,
dependant on the SLA with the customer of the robots. For strict performance requirements, P can
be quite large, and accordingly resource for the VNF will be scale up based on the estimated mean
𝑚
̂ ∗ and variance 𝜎̂∗2 .

5.3. Implementation Design
The figure below illustrates the design of the ML tool for resource usage forecasting for performance
management. The core part consists of three components: Dynamic Model for Workload, Static
Model for Resource Usage, and Aggregator. Each component is implemented with the method
introduced in the last subsection. The inputs include times series of resource usage and workload,
as well as a set of numbers about network intent (e.g. the expected resource usage to properly
support robot’s activity) and confidence level (probability of satisfying the network intent at any
possible situation, defined by SLA).
The tool considers two phases: learning phase to train the dynamic and the static models for
workload and resource usage separately; and a forecasting phase to predict the resource usage at
the next time slice given the learned models and the recent data about current resource usage and
workload. The aggregator is called in the forecasting phase. It will get sampling-based
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approximation to the integral of resource usage over workload. The aggregator will judge whether
the network intent can be satisfied conditioned on the estimated predictive distribution and the
confidence level.

Figure 10 Design of the ML tool for resource usage forecasting

5.4. Evaluation
We have initially tested the developed ML tool with promising results. The further validation with
project testbed will be completed in WP4 and WP5.
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6. ML Tool: VNF Profiling in Edge/Cloud
Environment
6.1. Functionality
In the design of 5G-ERA, the infrastructure provider should deal with intent-based policies providing
high-level abstractions of edge resources and services requirements, mapping the performance
specifications in the Service Level Agreement (SLA) into adequate resource allocation policies in
the virtualized infrastructure domain. Often, the application owners neither have the detailed
knowledge about the infrastructure resources, nor accurate estimation of the dependence of the
resource consumption required by the applications to the total aggregated traffic amount generated
during the run time. To this aim, we propose the use of an ML-Based profiler to alleviate this process
and perform decisions that are more accurate.
Table 6 Functionality of ML tool for VNF profiling in edge/cloud environments

ML Tool: VNF profiling in edge/cloud environments
Function description

Characterization of resource consumption per VNF/CNF component
of a deployed slice in edge/cloud premises.

Inputs

Edge/Cloud platform monitoring information per VNF/CNF, including
current CPU, RAM, and storage utilization.
Traffic volumes for UL/DL direction (time series).
Application-level KPIs, e.g., latency and throughput.

Outputs

Characterization of the resource consumption (e.g. CPU) in relation
to target KPIs (e.g., latency) for each different VNFs/CNFs

ML Methods

Deep Neural Network (DNN)

6.2. Method Description
The infrastructure provider often considers the VNF/CNF as a black box, because the internal
implementation of the function is not exposed externally. Without a provided analytical performance
model, the VNF/CNF performance needs to be characterized through dedicated and profiling
analysis based on real deployments of the functions.
However, it is impractical to exhaustively validate the performance of each VNF/CNF in all possible
situations, mainly due to wide operational states and limited time. Even more challenging would be
to cast the profiling process into an analytical model, since each VNF/CNF will have its own specific
behaviour based on the instantaneous workload.
In a representative operational context, each controlling node deployed at the edge will generate a
variable processing load depending on the specific processing functions associated therein
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embedded. As widely known, a good approximation to estimate this load involves exploiting the
instantaneous traffic load, of both incoming and outgoing. Conversely to normal 5G networking
involving human mobility and activity, a robotic application will generate highly predictable traffic
traces depending on the specific use-cases and tasks, e.g. a continuous video stream coming from
a camera (in uplink), or bursts of commands for repetitive manipulation tasks (in downlink).
Aware of this, we propose the adoption of Neural Networks (NN) to address the profiling of the
different VNF/CNF nodes deployed at the edge (Rossem, Tavernier, Colle, Pickavet, & Demeester,
2019). In our settings, we envision as input data real-time information coming from the edge
monitoring platform, discerning among slices and particular containers belonging to that slice. In
particular, we assume input of the NN model will include, but not be limited to, direct (or indirect)
information about its current CPU allocation in the system, as well as information about the traffic
volumes generated and received, and its memory and storage consumption. In addition, the NN
model is general enough to account for additional inputs. For example, we can exploit applicationlevel latency measurements as additional input to validate whether the current resource allocation
policies satisfy the intent-defined requirements.
An example output would account for the expected (e.g, average) CPU usage for the different
KNF/VNF nodes belonging to the slice. Moreover, for specific VNF/CNFs which are latency-sensitive,
the model can be trained to estimate the application-level latency therefore providing an indication
of the quality of the current policy enforcement.
In general, the per- VNF/CNF information may be aggregated to estimate the slice-specific KPIs, e.g.,
CPU requirements, according to the expected traffic load and system states. Such characterization
of the CPU consumption based on the specific slice use-case can be further exploited by other
modules of the ML toolbox, e.g., for the sake of resource planning. Forecast required resource
consumption can be provided as input instead of real-time measurements as to provide the “OSM
control policy” module with an estimation of the future slice processing requirements, therefore
allowing for proactive resource management definition.

6.3. Implementation Design
In the following, we detail the design of the ML tool for VNF/CNFs profiling in edge/cloud
environments. As depicted in the figure below, this tool leverages the monitoring system of the
edge/cloud platform to acquire historical information about the resource utilization of the VNF/CNF
composing a network slice.
A dedicated model allows characterizing the resource utilization of the running instances. In
particular, we are interested in comparing the expected edge/cloud resource utilization, which
depends on the specific functionality implemented by the single VNF/CNF, in relation to the specific
intent and its target KPI, e.g. RTT latency. Therefore, we also assume the intent as input of the tool.
Given the i-th slice intent, we collect the monitoring KPIs and cloud platform metrics to train the
dedicated ML-model for each VNF/CNF instance in order to profile them. In order to do so, we rely
on the platform specific monitoring system. Such characterization is fundamental to ensure
adequate resource provisioning in subsequent runtime adaptations. Different strategies may be
adopted while aggregating VNFs/CNFs resource consumption of the same i-th slice, and we
therefore leave it open. Simple approaches may rely on the sum of VNFs/CNFs values, while other
may decide to favour other aspects.
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Figure 11 System Design of the ML-toolbox for VNF/CNF profiling in edge/cloud environments

6.4. Evaluation
In order to validate the assumptions at the base of out ML toolbox, we setup a simple experiment
accounting for a shared computing platform, and an increasing number of robot device instances to
be instantiated and remotely controlled exploiting a mobile network. In particular, each robot
instance emulates the behaviour of a 6-axis robotic arm manipulator Nyrio Ned3 including its ROS
nodes running in a dedicated and isolated environment, and a dedicate ROS Master instance running
in our computing platform. Both the ROS client and the ROS master run as docker containers in our
experiments.
The arms are instructed to perform a command, which includes the desired position of each joint.
Additionally, we provide the robot with a timeout value that depends on the desired use-case, to
guarantee that the command is executed within predefined time boundaries. If the command reaches
the robot outside such boundaries, it will be discarded. In our scenario, we empirically set 20 ms
and 200ms to evaluate both low-latency and latency-insensitive applications.
The following figures provide a visual characterization of the running system for the different robot
actions, and an increasing number of running instances on a shared infrastructure. In particular, it
can be noticed how system CPU consumption and number of running instances are characterized
by a linear relationship. This is due to the specific settings of our test scenario, since each ROS
master instance runs basic functionalities and topic forwarding feature. We expect that in presence
of higher traffic loads and/or different ROS nodes, e.g., video analytics, this linear behaviour will not
be present.

3

https://niryo.com/product/ned/
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Figure 12 System characterization for robots with (left) low-latency requirements and (right) non-stringent
latency requirements

Interestingly, despite the well-known isolation capabilities provided by Docker, an excessive
background system load affects the running instance causing command loss rate increase due to
latency violation, with very strong impact especially on latency sensitive applications (up to 4%
command loss in our experiments). While this behaviour is somewhat expected, it is not easy to
define the best resource allocation strategy.
Therefore, we trained the ML-based model described above to deal with this scenario, with focus on
classifying the CPU consumption as main driver for robot command loss. In particular, we provide a
qualitative description of its training procedure. The overall dataset has been split into 70-30 for
training test and validation purposes, letting the model run for 200 training epochs.
The loss function describes the sum of errors made for each sample in training or validation sets,
and is calculated across every data items. The accuracy of a model is also an important metric to
determine how accurate the model prediction is compared to the true data, and it is often calculated
in the form of a percentage.
From the figure below it can be noticed how after training the toolbox is able to accurately classify
the system CPU consumption, reaching 94% of correct classification in both test and validation
dataset, providing useful information at the following stages of the 5G-ERA ML-Toolbox for accurate
resource allocation policy definition, according to the required intent.

Figure 13 Training results for robot 1 type
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7. ML Tool: OSM Control Policy Generation
7.1. Functionality
When managing resources related to the intent-based robot actions, a significant process is
interacting with the deployment infrastructure to ensure that the requested allocation of resources
is feasible for the overall capabilities of the respective platform (Csáji & Monostori, 2008) (Dutreilh,
Kirgizov, Melekhova, Malenfant, & Rivierre, 2011). The use of policies simplifies this procedure, since
it provides a standardised methodology to determine that a resource allocation plan: (1) satisfies the
QoS requirements of a given action sequence, (2) respects the infrastructure resource availability,
(3) has no conflict against the QoS requirements of any other services/ action sequences running
on the specific infrastructure (Funika, Koperek, & Kitowski, 2020). The generation of resource
allocation policies is commonly combined with network service orchestration tools such as OSM.
The generation of resource allocation policies is commonly combined with network service
orchestration tools such as OSM.

Figure 14 OSM Control Policy Generation Tool's I/O

A straightforward way to develop such policies is to define upper and lower bounds (thresholds) for
the allocated resources of every deployed service or performed action sequence. However, since
the maximum number of co-existing deployments is not pre-defined, keeping track of the respective
thresholds and configuring a plan to satisfy all of them becomes very complex. Even if the latter was
possible, it would not take into account the behavior of the system for specific combinations of
deployments, or the typical duration of each deployment, since there is no prior knowledge on the
action sequences. Since such information is not accessible a priori, the exploitation of the historical
data would be significantly more efficient, which will gain knowledge on these characteristics and
develop decision policies based on that.
The historical data mentioned above are accessed via the knowledge base of the toolbox and consist
of detailed records on the resource allocation performed for each task (deployed service or action
sequence), correlated with the QoS indicators of the task. The combination of the two can be used
as input for learning techniques that will generate a decision policy based on the requested resource
allocation plan (produced by the Resource Usage Forecasting for Performance Management tool).
This also provides information about how similar plans have behaved in the past.
As shown on Figure 14, if the proposed plan is accepted, OSM is triggered to deploy the requested
task. Monitoring the task and its behavior will optimize the policy generation process, as the
knowledge base is enriched with the new collected data. If the proposed plan is rejected, that means
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either the plan would violate the resource availability of a system, or the QoS of other running tasks
may be deteriorated (predicted by the OSM Control Policy Generation based on previous equivalent
situations). To overcome the above, this tool will analyze the requested plan to determine the specific
resource that caused the allocation plan to be rejected. The outcome of this analysis will produce
insights for the Action Sequence Generation tool, to indicate the necessary adjustments on the
resource allocation plan (replanning).
Table 7 Functionality of ML tool for OSM control policy generation

ML Tool: OSM Control Policy Generation
Function description

Analyse the historical data of the infrastructure to predict its
behaviour according to the predicted resource usage. Estimate the
deployment feasibility to accept or reject the resource allocation plan

Inputs

Resource usage estimation
Resource availability prediction
Infrastructure-level resource usage/availability (historical data)

Outputs

OSM input: Accepted resource allocation plan
Tool 1 input: New resource allocation suggestion (rejected resource
allocation plan - replanning)

ML Methods

AI-algorithms (Q-learning, clustering, etc)

7.2. Method Description
To exploit the historical data stored in the knowledge base and deploy learning techniques, each
system can be modelled as a Markovian decision process, where:





S is the state of the system, i.e. the currently used resources and the available ones.
A is the requested action, i.e. the proposed allocation of resources for a specific task.
Pa (s,s’) is the probability that performing action A will lead to the transition from state s to
state s’.
Ra (s,s’) is the reward (or penalty) received for transitioning from state s to state s’ due to
action a.

As mentioned in Section 7.1, there is no prior knowledge on the probability of transitioning into a new
allocation plan when a request for an action sequence arrives. Furthermore, the reward or penalty
of the transition, i.e. the efficiency of the allocation plan is difficult to estimate without any interaction
with the deployment system for the resulted QoS indicators. To overcome the above, reinforcement
learning is introduced, for the policy controller to gain experience on the transitions from a state to
the next based on a received action and the respective outcome of these transitions.
Proceeding with the proposed modeling of the system, an implementation of the Q-learning
technique (Sutton & Barto, 2018) can be utilized to optimize the decision-making process. The basic
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entities of Q-learning are the Agent and the Environment that use States, Actions and Rewards to
communicate:

Figure 15 Interactions between agent and environment

In the above figure, the Agent corresponds to the OSM Control Policy Generation tool, the
Environment is the system where the proposed Action will be performed, the States represent the
resource usage of the system, and the rewards (or penalties) correspond to the calculated impact
the Action will have on the Environment. The Agent observes the state transitions and rewards using
the equation below (Q-function):
𝑄[𝑠, 𝑎] ≔ (1 − 𝛼)𝑄[𝑠, 𝑎] + 𝛼 (𝑟 + 𝛽 max 𝑄[𝑠 ′ , 𝑎′ ])
𝑎

where s is the current state and s’ the next one, 𝛼 is the rate of learning, balancing the weight of
what has already been learned with the weight of the new observation and 𝛽 is the discount factor
that determines the importance of future rewards. Policies can now be determined as follows:
𝜋(𝑠) = argmax 𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎)
𝑎

where the Q-function is repeatedly updated for each state transition.

7.3. Implementation Design
The structure of the proposed implementation is shown below:

Figure 16 OSM Control Policy Tool Architecture

The Environment entity can now be specified as an interface between the actual environment
(through the orchestration tool - OSM) and the policy controller (Agent). It can determine the current
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state (implemented allocation plan) via its communication with OSM and its respective
reward/penalty (allocation efficiency) via its constant interaction with the system’s knowledge base.
The Agent entity receives a new task (action sequence) for deployment and translates it to the next
state (s’) for the environment. It is the entity responsible for creating policies based on its inputs and
eventually decide on the proposed actions according to these policies. In the event of rejecting a
proposed action, a replanning suggestion is issued as an output and is fed back to the overall system.
The Agent and Environment entities of the tool have their own APIs to communicate with each other
and use the APIs of the other tools/components for the respective triggers/interactions.

7.4. Evaluation
A testbed is being developed to simulate the functionality of the external components and their
interaction with the tool. An actual OSM deployment will be utilized for the testbed, to simulate the
service deployments and evaluate the efficiency of the respective allocation plans. Further validation
with project testbed and the rest of the tools will be completed in WP4 and WP5.
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8. Conclusion
In this deliverable, we presented the developed semantic and ML tools for intent-based networking
in the context of 5G Enhanced Robot Autonomy. With a holistic perspective, we design four functions,
fulfilled with different tools, to comprise an adaptive workflow. This workflow connects the tools as
a loop to continuously align network management with the actions of the robots for the
accomplishment of vertical level intents (tasks).
Our tools provide a deliberate and practical paradigm to facilitate 5G robot autonomy with domain
driven design. According to the identified fundamental use cases and technology requirements of 5G
enhanced autonomy (please refer to the deliverables D1.1 and D1.2 for details), we develop semantic
models and ML techniques, to map behaviours of 5G robots to capabilities of experimental facilities
and procedures of orchestrators. These tools integrate domain knowledge of robot related verticals,
and enable to learn and map vertical- and network-level intents in effective manners. The developed
semantic tools are essential for OSM to understand the workflow, workloads and topology; and
enables 5G-ERA middleware (WP4) to optimise service provisions for applications. Moreover, we
also develop ML tools to map the learned intents into desired control policies. These tools monitor
and analyse the status of the VNF/KNF associated with the served robots to proactively keep the
orchestrators aligned with the demands of the robots to perform the requested tasks of the end
users properly.
The outcomes of this deliverable are achievements of the work package 2 in the 5G-ERA project.
Stakeholders of 5G robot autonomy can employ and test them as standalone software tools. In the
next steps, we will extend and further develop them as 5G-ERA middleware for the work package 4
to ensure the network policy is seamlessly integrated into all layers of the experimentation
infrastructure.
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APPENDIX
(1) The following table is the predefined dialogues sequence within the 5G-ERA middleware that will
be used whenever a robot entity is registered in the 5G-ERA system. Knowledge base is in needs
for cloud support.
Table 8 Predefined dialogues sequence within the 5G-ERA middleware
DEFAULT DIALOGUES
BETWEEN SYSTEM
ACTORS

HASH_QUERY

Result

Asking Actor

Q1. Do you have a map?

"ASKING_ACTOR_ID:EDGE_1:ANSWERING_ACTOR_ID
:ROBOT_1:QUESTION_ID:QUESTION_1:TIMESTAMPED:
15/11/2021:REQUEST_ID:2:ANSWER"

True

EDGE_1

Q2. How many maps do
you have?

"ASKING_ACTOR_ID:EDGE_1:ANSWERING_ACTOR_ID
:ROBOT_1:QUESTION_ID:QUESTION_2:TIMESTAMPED
:15/11/2021:REQUEST_ID:2:ANSWER"

20

EDGE_1

Q 3. Are you localized in
that map?

"ASKING_ACTOR_ID:EDGE_1:ANSWERING_ACTOR_ID
:ROBOT_1:QUESTION_ID:QUESTION_3:TIMESTAMPED
:15/11/2021:REQUEST_ID:2:ANSWER"

True

EDGE_1

Q4. Are you doing the task
alone?

"ASKING_ACTOR_ID:EDGE_1:ANSWERING_ACTOR_ID
:ROBOT_1:QUESTION_ID:QUESTION_4:TIMESTAMPED
:15/11/2021:REQUEST_ID:2:ANSWER"

True

EDGE_1

Q5. For doing the task, Do
you
need
Human
assistance?

"ASKING_ACTOR_ID:EDGE_1:ANSWERING_ACTOR_ID
:ROBOT_1:QUESTION_ID:QUESTION_2:TIMESTAMPED
:15/11/2021:REQUEST_ID:2:ANSWER"

True

EDGE_1
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(2) A set of screenshots follow that demonstrate the external manipulation of KNFs at OSM:

Figure 17 The external "microk8s" Kubernetes cluster linked with OSM

A lightweight version of Kubernetes, microk8s is set up in a Virtual Machine and connected with the
proper configuration with OSM, as shown above. To upload packages that contain all the necessary
information in the form of descriptors, we use the OSM northbound interface API:

Figure 18 API calls to upload VNF(KNF), NS descriptors

Using the above calls, we upload the KNF descriptors and bundle the KNFs as Network Services, by
uploading the according NS descriptors:

Figure 19 The uploaded packages' IDs returned from the API call

The above uploaded packages can be shown in the OSM dashboard:
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Figure 20 Example KNF package uploaded on OSM

Figure 21 Example NS package uploaded on OSM

The example NS and KNF uploaded implement a single Kubernetes deployment unit based on
OpenLDAP helm chart, following the OSM official documentation.
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